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Cushman & Wakefield, Inc., as exclusive agent, is offering  
the Novartis Suffern Pharmaceutical Production Campus (the  
“Property”) for sale. This 585,000 SF multi-building complex  
is one of the nation’s top ten pharmaceutical manufacturing  
and packaging plants, with an annual solid dosage capacity  
in the billions. Owned and operated by Novartis, the Property  
has served as a vital U.S. production facility for the Company.  
Due to recent organizational changes and adjustments to  
the company’s product lines, Novartis will be vacating the  
facility by year end 2015. The offering provides a buyer with  
a rare opportunity to purchase an equipped, high-capacity  
pharmaceutical plant in the New York-New Jersey region. The  
location and size of the Campus also supports the potential  
redevelopment of the site for an alternative industrial use. 
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The Campus contains three interconnected buildings including a 55,000 SF  

office/head building which features a 7,000 SF full-service cafeteria, multiple  

conference/meeting rooms, and analytical laboratories. The 425,000 SF  

production/manufacturing building is designed as a multi-product, high volume  

manufacturing operation with flexible and efficient product flow; the production  

building contains specialized areas including granulation suites, blending rooms,  

encapsulation suites, analytical laboratories, inspection areas and packaging  

lines. The layout of the Complex facilitates the transfer of packaged products  

to the warehouse/shipping area; the 74,000 SF receiving and warehouse  

building features 90’ ceiling heights and a fully automated racking system with  

over 11,500 pallet positions. The Property is fully approved for pharmaceutical  

production; the Company has also met the rigorous federal requirements for on- 

site controlled substance handling and vault storage. 

The 162-acre site contains a dedicated electrical substation and a 24,000  

SF energy center which features redundant systems including excess boiler  

capacity (4 gas/oil boilers), and redundant chillers (4 chillers). The Campus  

security system includes a manned guard/gate house, as well as camera  

monitoring throughout the buildings. The site’s excess land provides a buyer  

with additional development potential. 

The Property is located adjacent to Interstate 287/87 (the New York State  

Thruway), is within minutes of Route 59 and Route 17, and is approximately  

10  miles west of the Tappan Zee Bridge. Centrally located within the tri-state  

region, the Property is situated 30 miles from New York City, is within 15 miles of  

numerous Northern New Jersey corporate campuses, is located 20 miles from  

downtown White Plains, NY and is 30 miles from Fairfield County, CT.  

The Campus is located in Rockland County, NY, which is home to Avon’s Global  

Research & Development Center and is part of a regional biopharma cluster  

that includes Teva, Bayer, Pfizer, Acorda Therapeutics, Par, and Regeneron.  

The region has attracted national and international pharmaceutical and biotech  

companies, as well as Fortune 500 corporations, that are drawn by the area’s  

deep and skilled labor pool, diverse housing base, extensive highway network,  

and proximity to New York City. 
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Address:     25  Old Mill Road 

   Suffern, NY 10901  

Year Built:   55 ,000 SF in 1964;  

     Expanded and modified in 1964, 1970, 1990 and 1995 

Property SF:   Building  Square Footage 

   Head/Office  55,000 

   Production/Manufacturing  425,000 

   Receiving/Warehouse  74,000 

   Energy Center  24,000 

   Support Buildings  7,000 

   Total  585,000 

  

Number of Stories:    1 to 4 stories (varies by building) 

Occupancy   : To be sold vacant  

Lot Size:    acres  162 

Parking:    surface spaces 667 

Zoning:     Planned Light Industrial (125.5 acres) and Planned  

Industrial (36.5 acres) 
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Investment Highlights 

Rare Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Facility 

• Unique in the Region: The Property represents a one of a kind facility in the 

region; there are currently no operational, equipped, high-capacity 

pharmaceutical production facilities available in the tri-state region. The cost to 

construct a high capacity, 585,000 SF pharmaceutical production campus 

similar to the Novartis Campus would likely exceed $400 million. 

• Flexibility: The production building contains 13 packaging lines plus a 

containment area; there is also space to add packaging lines (Novartis 

previously removed two lines from the building). A user also has the flexibility to 

convert the lines from dry dosage to liquid or ointment packaging; the cost to 

modify the existing lines would be significantly lower than the cost to construct 

new production lines. 

• Configured for Controlled Substances: The controlled substance vault in 

the production building, as well as the separate containment area for controlled 

substances in the warehouse building, allow a user the potential to package 

and/or store controlled pharmaceuticals.  

• FDA Approved Operating Plant: The Property’s current status as a federally 

approved operating pharmaceutical plant would enable a like-kind user to 

reduce the time required to acquire approvals. The reduced time and 

paperwork would provide significant cost savings. 

Strategic Location 

Rockland County is at the crossroads of the major business centers in the 

region including Westchester County, New York; Northern New Jersey; and 

Fairfield County Connecticut. The principal roadways and interstate highways 

that traverse the region; I-287, I-87, Palisades Interstate Parkway, Route 202 

and Route 17; provide connections to the Tappan Zee Bridge, New York City, 

as well as major cities throughout the northeast corridor. Key tri-state airports, 

including Newark Liberty International Airport, Westchester County Airport and 

LaGuardia, are within 40 miles of the Campus (Kennedy Airport is less than 50 

miles from the Property). 
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The Property was constructed in 1964, and was originally  
owned and occupied by Giegy Chemical Corporation; the  
company merged with Ciba in 1970 to form Ciba-Geigy. The  
Campus was transferred to Novartis in 1997 via the Ciba- 

Geigy and Sandoz merger. Over the years the Plant has been  
utilized to produce and/or package a range of dry solid dosage  
pharmaceutical products. The Campus has been renovated  
and expanded several times (in 1970 and in the early and  
mid 1990’s). The personnel headcount at full capacity is 525  
employees.  
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